Getactive!

Physical activities and exercise
suitable for people with rheumatic
and musculoskeletal diseases

Home gym
• A
 lways warm up your muscles before you do any
strengthening or stretching exercises for example
by marching on the spot with swinging arms until
you feel warm – this can be part of your exercise
programme
• W
 ear indoor sports shoes for shock absorption,
appropriate support of tender joints and to stop you
slipping, even if you are exercising on carpet
• M
 ake sure you have sufficient space to move
without knocking into furniture and place equipment
you may be using in a safe place where you will not
trip over it
• S
 tart slowly with 10–15 minutes of light exercise
and build up to your maintenance level of 30+
minutes, depending on your goals
• If you can exercise in front of a mirror, it will help you
check your position

Introduction
If you find it hard to go to a fitness or sports
centre, or would like to do some exercises
between sessions, then you can turn your
home into a gym! You’ll be amazed how
everyday objects can be transformed into
training equipment to help you keep your
body at its best.

Getting started
Before you start any form of exercise, especially
exercises you will be doing unsupervised at home, you
should speak to your doctor or physiotherapist. It is
important to ensure that the type of exercise you are
considering is going to benefit you and not exacerbate
any joint problems. Your doctor or physiotherapist
will also be able to advise you on the correct way to
perform exercises, how many repetitions you should
perform and for how long etc. You may need to adjust
your programme if you are having a flare, or if you are
recovering from surgery.
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• If you are not feeling confident, make sure there is
someone else at home when you are exercising
• F
 ind a time of day that you like to exercise and
make this a regular slot in your diary

Considerations
Take a new look at familiar items…
You don’t have to spend money on gym equipment.
Many familiar household objects can be used to enhance
your home workout – cans of food and plastic bottles
filled with water can become weights and a towel can
help you stretch.
A low kitchen stool can be transformed into the perfect
base for a whole series of sitting exercises and a chair
back can become a ballet barre to help you balance in
standing exercises. Many floor exercises can be done on
your bed; your living-room can become a dance studio
and your stairs used for calf exercises, tendon stretches
or a step workout. Cushions can be used for support in
floor exercises and the ball you throw for the dog can be
gripped to strengthen your hands or rolled under your
feet to relieve tension!

Top 5 tips
1.	Make time to exercise as much a part of your life
as brushing your hair or cleaning your teeth – book
time out in your diary
2.	Spend some time selecting music you enjoy and
at tempos to suit different types of exercise, e.g.
upbeat for aerobic exercise, slow and relaxing for
stretching
3.	Set yourself achievable motivational goals that
reward you for exercising
4.	Vary your programme to keep it fresh – you can
focus on strengthening, flexibility and aerobic
exercises on different days
5. Use everyday items to enhance your programme

Equipment
Home workout DVDs
For a small cost you can investigate home fitness
DVDs. Many organisations for people with rheumatic
and musculoskeletal diseases (RMDs) provide DVDs
specifically developed for people with RMDs and some
show exercise programmes
on their websites. These
often involve sitting exercises
and exercises done with
resistance bands, which can
be purchased at a low cost.

For information
and expert advice
see our
Guide to physical
activity and exercise
for people with
RMDs

Home gym equipment
There are some simple pieces of
inexpensive equipment that can
help you, such as resistance bands
and inflatable exercise balls.

If you have the space and can
afford it, then you might want to
consider investing in an exercise bike, cross trainer or
trampoline to help maintain your aerobic fitness.
Light-weight hoops with
fairly small diameters can
be bought in toy stores
at low cost. Larger hoops
with different weights,
designed for exercise
purposes, are available in
sports stores.
You will find information on more exercises suitable for
people with RMDs in our Guide to Physical Activity
and Exercise.

So slip into something comfortable, take
your phone off the hook, put on your music,
turn up the volume and you’re ready for your
workout without taking a step out of your
front door!

There are a whole range of
DVDs with different types
of exercise to choose from including Zumba, yoga and
Pilates and, if you have a Nintendo console, you can
select from a range of Wii Fit programmes. Choosing
something you enjoy will help keep you motivated.

This is general advice for people with rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases (RMDs), but individuals may have
specific problems. Always check with your doctor or physiotherapist before you start a new form of exercise.
Disclaimer: Information available on this website is made available for general informational and educational purposes only. Nothing on this website should be relied on in any way, whether
as medical advice or otherwise. You are encouraged to seek medical advice from a health practitioner if you are concerned about your health or the health of someone you know. We do not
accept any responsibility for information shared on this website.
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